Product Showcase
Earthworks Group, Inc. is dedicated to providing a wide variety of natural stones from all over the world - from the porphyry stones of Mexico to the granite cobbles of India to the limestone and sandstone of America. Located in the beautiful state of Missouri, we have locations in Perryville and Chesterfield. We are sure to meet all your landscaping and building needs. We also have our own limestone excavation sites in southeast Missouri. We are able to fabricate building stone and specialty cut stone with the latest technology.

“We have made every attempt to display realistic photos, however colors may vary due to the printing process. Final color selection should be made from actual product samples. All products are not available in all colors.”
The name we selected for this stone, Aux Vases, came from the Aux Vases River which runs near the quarry site of this stone in rural Ste. Genevieve County in Missouri. This stone has long been known by many stone masons throughout the years as one of the best quality and easiest working stones. Many of the historic buildings in the town of Ste. Genevieve, Missouri was built of this stone dating as far back as the 1700’s. To view these old buildings today and see how beautiful the stone has weathered, certifies the quality of the Aux Vases stone products. This stone has a very unique pattern or veining that has long been referred to as “turtle shell” pattern in the bed of the stone. The type of quarrying technique used over the years was to extract the blocks, stand them up so the freeze thaw can open the natural beds of the stone. After the separation of the beds, the natural layers were then processed as building veneers, caps, coping, sills, drystack, mantles, hearths, etc. The type of products available in the Aux Vases Buff and Aux Vases Blue stones are building veneers - natural bed, sawed top and bottom, ashler pattern, snapped or tumbled; edging, dimensional stone such as hearths, mantles, caps, coping, sills, coin corners, straight or radius profiled headers, arches and paving, etc. Mixed soft blue and buff limestone colors. Specify if ALL blue or ALL buff only. Sawed top/bottom 2 1/4”,3 5/8”, 5”, 7 3/4”. Jumpers are available 10 1/2”, 13 1/4”.

Aux Vases

Tumbled Dimensional Aux Vases
Snapped Aux Vases

Tumbled Aux Vases
Tumbled Aux Vases Veneer with Rockfaced Aux Vases Buff Coping
Earthworks
Tumbled Aux Vases
Tumbled Dimensional Aux Vases
Cottonwood

Creamy to white color with some occasional gold tones. Also works well as a dimensional cut stone.

Snapped Dimensional Cottonwood
Tumbled Dimensional Cottonwood
Country Villa

This blend has been selected to represent only the finest earthtone colors in our quarry to showcase the full range of bedface colors.
Dove Gray

Dove Gray is all 100% natural bed material. Colors consist of buff to white on the beds of the layers, with the inside or slit side to be a gray/taupe color. When this stone is extracted from the quarry, it separates into smaller pieces creating seamed face and broken edges. Due to these size pieces we limit this stone to be used strictly as a veneer product and a beautiful random drystack for landscape retaining walls. Also available in steppers, shims, and limited amount of flagstone. We do not make any sawed items from the Dove Gray stone. Natural bed top and bottom. Heights of 2-7”.

Tumbled Dove Gray
Earthworks broke ground on the EW Gold Quarry in early 2005 and has not looked back. This dolomitic limestone offers a color scheme and texture like no other. The EW Gold consists of grays, buffs, and of course gold. Available in a natural bed as well as sawn heights from 2 1/4” to 10 1/2”. EW Gold can also be used for all your cut stone needs as well. The EW Gold is not limited to just building stone. It also is available in boulders, ledgerock, steps, irregular steps, edging, and paving material to compliment your entire project.
Tumbled Natural Bed EW Gold Veneer with EW Gold Distressed Cut Stone
This natural stone is our thin veneer
This Blend is a beautiful combination of Snapped Dove Gray with EW Gold Snapped Natural Bed.
Fox Tail Blend

The natural stone on the dormers is our thin veneer
Harvest Mix

Our Harvest Mix offers a blended array of the Aux Vases Blue & Buff, our Rustic Cleft Blue & Buff and Chocolate Marble. This mix consists of natural bed material and sawn heights. The Harvest Mix ranges in heights 2”-8”. This stone mix has been a favorite of not only stone masons for its workability, but by homeowners as an easy stone to utilize with other color schemes of the home.
This beautiful stone consists of colors of buff and blue. The name of each color is Rustic Cleft Buff and Rustic Cleft Sea Blue. Due to the density and hardness of this stone, it allows this stone to be used as a limited natural bed stone, but most commonly sawed into veneers, steps, sawed top and bottom drystack, tumbled or snapped edging, and paving stone. Also available is the Rustic Cleft ledgerock, in irregular or snapped faces. Ledgerock pieces are available in natural bed layers 8-14” thick for larger landscape retaining wall projects. Products such as steps, paving and veneer may possibly be fabricated to have a natural bed top and sawed on bottom OR sawed on top and bottom of stone.
Snapped Rustic Cleft with Chocolate Marble
Weathered Fieldstone

This irregular shaped weathered sandstone comes in earhtone colors, some covered with moss and lichen. This rustic stone can be used in many different applications.
This blend consists of our Rustic Cleft veneer with Snapped EW Gold Natural Bed.
Natural Stone Thin Veneer

Veneer Finishes

Thin Veneer Snapped Corner

Snapped

Thin Veneer Tumbled Corner

Tumbled

Rockfaced

Banding available 2 1/4” deep with accent thin veneer

Thin Veneer Pallet
Earthworks Natural Stone Veneers

Aux Vases

Dove Gray

Ozora Tumbled Rubble

EW Gold

Rustic Cleft

Cottonwood

Fox Tail Blend

Weathered Fieldstone

Country Villa

Harvest Mix

Woods Blend

All stones available in full size and thin veneer.
Custom Cut Stone
Balustrade & Newel Posts

Indiana Limestone Balustrade

Aux Vases Buff Ramp & Twist Balustrade

Indiana Limestone Balustrade
Chimney Caps

Chocolate Marble Chimney Cap

Indonesia Limestone Chimney Cap

EW Gold Chimney Cap with Chipped Edges & Heavy Sandblast

Indiana Limestone Chimney Cap
Columns

EW Gold Heavy Sandblast & Chipped Edge Column

Aux Vases Buff Columns & Coping

Aux Vases Buff Columns
Coping & Stair Treads

Chocolate Marble Sandblasted & Rockfaced Treads

EW Gold Saddleback Coping

Chocolate Marble Bullnosed Coping

Aux Vases Buff Bullnosed Ramp & Twist & Straight Coping

Indiana Limestone Bullnosed & Radiused Coping
Aux Vases Buff Sandblasted & Rockfaced Treads

Aux Vases Blue Sandblasted & Rockfaced Treads

EW Gold Sandblasted & Rockfaced Treads

Chocolate Marble Sandblasted & Rockfaced Treads & Coping

EW Gold Treads
Heavy Sandblast & Chipped Edges
Cut Steps / Benches

EW Gold Rockfaced
Fireplace Surrounds & Accessories

The Tuscan

The Lexington

The Windsor
Aux Vases Blue Rockfaced Hearth & Mantle

Aux Vases Buff Profiled & Carved Mantle

EW Gold Polished & Bullnosed Hearth

EW Gold Sandblasted & Rockfaced Radius Hearth

EW Gold Ledgerock Hearth
Front Entry Surrounds
Outdoor Fireplaces & Firepits

Tumbled Country Villa Veneer with Chocolate Marble Accents

Snapped Aux Vases Veneer
Outdoor Living Concepts
Panels / Cladding

EW Gold Cladding
Chocolate Marble Cladding

Indiana Limestone 12” x 24” Panels
Indiana Limestone Panels
Pier Caps
EW Gold Rockfaced

Indiana Limestone 4 Way Wash Pier Caps

Chocolate Marble Sandblasted & Rockfaced Pier Caps

Indiana Limestone 4 Way Wash Pier Caps
Pool Coping

Indiana Limestone Bullnosed Coping

Indiana Limestone Rockfaced Coping

Chocolate Marble Bullnosed Coping

Aux Vases Bullnosed Coping
Quoins

Indiana Limestone Quoins

Irregular Quoins

Indiana Limestone Quoins
Signs

Indiana Limestone Sign & Coping

EW Gold Sign

Indiana Limestone Sign, Bandings & Pier Caps
Specialty Items

Indiana Limestone Carved Pineapple

Aux Vases Buff Column with Sphere

Indiana Limestone Carved Panels

Indiana Limestone Carved Sign

Indiana Limestone Urn

Aux Vases Buff Carved Keystone
Watertable & Bandings

- Aux Vases Buff Profiled Watertable
- Indiana Limestone Profiled Watertable
- Indiana Limestone Bandings
- Indiana Limestone “X” Banding
Indiana Limestone Profiled Watertable
Window & Door Surrounds

Indiana Limestone Profiled Surrounds

Aux Vases Buff Door Surround

Aux Vases Buff Rockfaced Sill

Cobble Header

Aux Vases Buff Rockfaced Header

EW Gold Header & Sill
Indiana Limestone Profiled Window Surrounds